
Balanced and user-friendly…

...technology at your service.

Céliane stands for balance between form and function through
its combination of circle and rectangle.
An innovative range of colours and materials brings
a new esthetic dimension.
You can freely create your own personal style.

Céliane brings you a new, user-friendly way
to control your lighting.
Forget the traditional switch’s function of simply turning
on and off, and discover a whole new gestural language for
lighting control you will enjoy. To switch on, switch off or dim
the light, let your fingers choose the motion they prefer: a
press, a tip, a soft touch…
Control your light in your very own way.
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Let the rhythm
of your home echo your own

Your home reflects your style, it lives at your pace.

Your installation should match your requirements, enhancing
your comfort and leisure while ensuring your safety, simply and
discreetly. Why not go for a single combined control?
Céliane supports your preferences and offers new options.

All our switches are fitted with LED indicators, which last longer
and use up less energy. They are designed to control energy-efficient,
e.g. compact fluorescent, lamps.

Various Céliane* products will enable you to control and cut your everyday
energy consumption.

*They are identified by a green logo you will see throughout this brochure.
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Centralised control

Comfort

Safety

Multimedia

Lighting moods
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Multimedia
Batibox kit

RCA socket

HDMI socket

HDMI socket

USB socket
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You can watch your favourite film in high definition on your wall-mounted screen - no more trailing wires and cables.

High definition video link between the
sources (DVD, computers, etc.) and the
screen. Ultra high quality sound.
Audio and video socket

Direct access to the screen
for multimedia devices (MP3,
camcorder).
USB and RCA socket

Céliane advantages

Watch and be entertained

HDMI socket
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HOME CONNECTION CENTRE

Incoming telephone, DSL TV,

high-speed internet

TVINTERNETPHONE
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Céliane advantages

Exchange information and communicate
Share your own multimedia contents and broadband internet access
at high speed anywhere in the home.

You can enjoy your videos,
pictures and music files stored
on your computers with all flushed
wires.
Legrand home connection centre
and multimedia interface

Surf the internet with your laptop
from anywhere in the home with your
wi-fi connection.
Legrand home connection centre, universal multimedia
socket and wi-fi  access pointUniversal multimedia socket
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You can listen to your CDs and all
the music files stored on your
computers, anywhere in the house.
Multiroom sound distribution

The sound distribution can be
controlled via mini-touch screens.
1.2 inch touch screen

Céliane advantages

You can have your music with you, wherever you are in your house.

Listen and experience

1.2 inch touch screen


